Many numerical approaches have been suggested to solve nonlinear problems. In this paper, we suggest a new two-step iterative method for solving nonlinear equations. This iterative method has cubic convergence. Several numerical examples to illustrate the efficiency of this method by Comparison with other similar methods is given.
Introduction
In this paper, we develop an iterative method to find a simple root x fx is a very interesting and important task in numerical analysis. Many iterative methods have been developed by using many different techniques including Taylor series [1, 2] , decomposition method [3] [4] [5] , homotopy techniques [6, 7] and quadrature formulas [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
It is well known that the classical Newton's method is one of the best iterative methods for solving the nonlinear equation (1) where xn is the n-th approximation of x*. This method is quadratically convergent in the neighborhood of x*.
Weerkoon and Fernando [8] rederived the classical Newton's method by approximate the definite integral in Newton's theorem 2) by rectangular rule. Also, they used the trapezoidal rule for approximating the integral in (2) where
This method is convergent of order three. Frontini and Sormani [10, 11] used the midpoint rule for approximating the definite integral in (2) to obtain the third-order method:
Hasanov and et al [9] derived the following cubically convergent iteration scheme: [18] used the modified trapezoidal rule for approximating the definite integral in (2) to obtain the third and six order convergence iteration schemes: (2) and arrived at the following cubically convergent iterative scheme. 
Modification of Newton's Method
In this paper, we give a new modification of Newton's method with locally cubically convergence. To do this, we approximate the integral in (2) by using the modified Trapezoidal method in right hand side of (9) by Newton's method and Halley method and arrived to iterative formula (6.a) and (6.b) respectively.
In this paper we replacing
, and obtain an implicit formula
In order to obtain explicit new iterative formula, we replaced 1 n x  in the right hand side of above equation by Newton's iterative method,
For the order of converge we can prove the following.
Analysis of Convergence
For the order of converge we can prove the following theorem Theorem:
Let xD (10) has third-order convergence, and it then satisfies the error equation 16 (3), September, 2013, pp.239-245 Science (14) From (12) and (13), we obtain By substituting (14) and (15) into (16) and (17), and after simple computation one can obtain: From (12), (13), (14), (18) and (19), and rearranging the resultant equations we can have This mean that the method defined by (10) is cubically convergent.
Numerical Examples
In this section we experiment with several numerical methods. All computations were done using MAPLE using 32 digit floating point arithmetics (Digits := 32). We use the following stopping criteria for computer programs: (i) -the approximate zero; x0 -initial point; D -divergent . The test functions are the same as in [8, 9, 10, 17] .
In Table ( 1), we list the results obtained by proposed method (PM) and compared with Newton method and Weerakoon and Fernando method in some test functions. As we see from this Table, it is clear that the result obtained by our method is most effective as it converges to the root much faster from Newton method. Table ( 2) shows the number of iterations of each method from different initial points. We can see the present methods is also more efficient for nonlinear equations. 
